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IntroductIon

More and more games fight for customers attention every year.
Now is the time to get into games.
 
To keep player‘s interest high and preserving their engagement with the game, many 
newer games offer rewards in form of achievements for completing extra-challenging 
and sometimes utterly useless tasks.
Personally I enjoy the oldschool way of doing this, by giving the player a stream of 
collectible items (like coins, jewels, fruits and so on) which are a constant source of 
small-portioned instant gratification. And actually reward him afterwards for collecting 
these items through specific gameplay advantages.

Retro style games often have extremely precise and responsive controls, which is a 
huge help in keeping the player focused on the challenges at hand, instead of getting 
frustrated by wobbly controls.
I want the player to always feel absolutely in control, even though the gameplay itself 
might be challenging. My approach to this is keeping the input methods as reduced as 
possible, while providing the utmost possible precision to the controlled interactions.

The tactical gameplay and level design possibilities of attaching a side weapon at the 
front or the back of your ship in R-Type 3 convinced me to implement a free 360 de-
gree control of the shield in my game. These gameplay aspects needs to be supported 
by the level design as well.

Generally speaking, I want to make a fast-paced, rewarding, arcadey 2D side-scrolling 
game. A game, that I would actually play myself.

Researched games

Arkanoid [SNES], Dark Souls [PC], Jamestown [PC], R-Type 3 [SNES], Rogue Legacy 
[PC], Super Mario World [SNES], Super Meat Boy [PC], Tetris Attack [SNES], Thomas 
Was Alone [PC], Wizorb [PC]



ShIeld Grappler

Reflect‘em Up / Grapple‘em Up

Goal and spirit of the game
You control a space ship which isn‘t equipped with projectile weapons of any kind. 
Instead you have to use your fully controllable shield to reflect the enemies‘ projectiles 
back into them. Quite literally a way of defeating the enemy with their own weapons. 
You need to be constantly aware of your surroundings and react to dangers possibly 
coming from every direction. 
Collect energy crystals from destroyed enemy ships to power up your secondary we-
apon, the mighty Grappling Hook. With this weapon you can pull enemies towards you 
straight into your shield to destroy them.
While the shield is protecting you from one side, you are vulnerable at the back. You die 
after one single hit, so the situation might become tricky, when lots of bullets are co-
ming at you from multiple directions.
At the end of each level you are presented with an end boss, where you will have to ap-
ply your aqcuired tactics to the fullest.

Genre, gaming mode
- Horizontal Shoot‘em Up (more like Reflect‘em Up)
- Singleplayer, optional 2-3 player coop multiplayer (more chaotic fun)
- 2D parallaxed Side-Scroller

Platform
PC, home consoles, handhelds

Target
Young adults to adults because of challenging difficulty and hectic gameplay

Required skills
dexterity, good reactions, cool head in stressful situations, coordination 

Gaming time
about 3 minutes per level, about an hour to complete full campaign including bosses

Replayability
harder difficulty settings, 2-3 player coop

USP
unusual defensive gameplay requires new approaches by the player,
shield and grappling hook provide new strategies for handling enemies

possible enemy concept
Mosquito



level Setup

- each level needs to be set up in a tube- or maze-like environment, so that shots can 
also be reflected from the walls towards the enemy; this also increases the general cha-
os on the screen

- the environment is important in my game, since it can be used to directly influence 
the path of reflected projectiles

- different maze-like arrangements of obstacles add interesting twists to the game

planned enemy unItS

The Light
- Lightweight and fast-moving
- rapid-firing low-damaging projectiles, which provides lots of chaotic fun on the screen 
when reflected
- appears in large groups and formations
- your typical „cannon-fodder“-type of enemy

The Heavy
- can take more than one hit
- appears alone or in small groups
- fires slower-moving homing missiles, which need to be shot down? or reflected? (!)

The Assassin
- appears alone or in small groups
- projectiles disable your own shield, making you instantly vulnerable for a short 
amount of time
- has the ability to teleport across the screen (predictability should be guaranteed by a 
shadow silhouette before rematerializing)

The Turtle
- has a shield of its own, which opens up the possibility of some Pong-style mechanics 
(reflected shots become faster and more damaging, passing through multiple ships at 
once until finally breaking the Turtle‘s shield)



Vertical stationary turret
- is attached to flat surfaces and shoots up or down, depending on its position in the 
environment

Seeking turret
- is attached to flat surfaces and shoots in the general direction of the player

envIronmental ha ZardS ( IndeStructable)

Steam leaks
- damage the player on contact, 
ascend and descend in a regular 
pattern, behave differently than 
projectiles on shield reflection

Solid pillars
- don‘t damage the player 
but can be used to deflect 
projectiles from, ascend 
and descend in a regular 
pattern

SHIP CONTROL
FIRE GRAPPLING HOOK
same di rec t ion as the shie ld

SHIELD DIRECTION



In this example we see our ship and its shield (white and cyan respectively) the level 
itself as a corridor of obstacles (grey), some stationary turrets (ochre) and enemy ships 
(red and green-yellow). Projectiles are flying around (yellow) until they ricochet either 
from our own shield or the surroundings (orange with trace). One of the red ships got 
destroyed and drops some energy crystals for us to collect.
We activated our grappling hook and impaled three enemy ships at the same time. 
Now they have no chance but to get pulled into our shield. Satisfying sound effects 
should complement this. 
[I still need to find a way to keep the player from overusing the grappling hook.]

Here we passed some turrets behind us and adjusted our shield to deflect their pro-
jectiles backwards. Steam leaks (grey) and vertical turrets (ochre) on the ceiling. The 
steam doesn‘t behave the same as projectiles obviously. Though you can still protect 
your ship by adjusting your shield accordingly. We can see a green marker behind our 
shield, which shows us in which direction we could shoot our grappling hook.
At the farmost left of the screen we can see a green „Turtle“ enemy reflecting projecti-
les as well.



powe rup IdeaS

Energy Crystals
Constant tiny collectibles would keep the player invested. They provide him or her with 
a constantly rewarding feedback through animation and sound.
A possible use for them might be improvements to the hook weapon, like length or pier-
cing multiple enemies at once. I am not quite sure, when and how to apply those upgra-
des though.
One might also use them as improvement to the shield, but then there would probably 
be no use for such nice powerups as the one below.

Reflection Splitter
A possible idea for a  collectible PowerUp is this very handy tool. Multiplying the 
amount of reflected projectiles provides more chances of hitting enemies.



poSSIble toolS I  could uSe

Photoshop CS6
obviously

Spriter / Spine
Useful tools for producing 2D sprite animations as quickly and flexible as possible. 
Inverse kinematics and easily replacable modular sprite compositing features make it 
extremely handy for adding new animations to already finished sprites or making small 
adjustments later on in the process.

Blender
If it proves necessary to render a 3D object or something.

Construct 2
Since I don‘t have much time and lack any programming skills, it would take at least a 
little bit of work off my shoulders, if I‘d use a visual programming tool.
Alternatives: Game Maker, Unity with 2D Toolkit

Audacity
Open source tool for editing audio. The good thing about sound design is, that it 
doesn‘t take as long as animation or programming. It will probably be the fastest 
rewarding aspect to work on in this game.

epIloGue

If you look at the following schedule, it looks pretty narrow. 
Reality is, that it‘s probably even narrower than it looks.
No time to lose, I guess.

dmitri j .chotin@yahoo.de
dimachotin.wordpress.com
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BASIC ASSET PRODUCTION
hero, enemies, environments, static obstacles

if not enough time, simply „blocking out“ elements

2 3 4 5 6 7

ADDITIONAL ASSET PRODUCTION
effects, animations (particles?)

20 21 22 23 24 25BALANCING, TESTING, BUGS
and the rest (menu system?)

SOUND
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CORE MECHANIC 
IMPLEMENTATION

scrolling, controls, collision, projectile physics, 
shield reflection/control, enemy behavior

10 11 12 13

17 18 19 20

GAMEPLAY FINETUNING
tightening controls and collision,
grappling hook implementation

(bossfight?)


